What do you need to equip your cash desk with Coder functionality?
A simple USB connection.

Ticket production on your desktop
- Print text and graphics on tickets with high-resolution thermal printing; thanks to erasable printing, keycards can be reused.
- Produce receipts on blank paper tickets or simply print receipt information on your existing tickets.

The practical ticket reader...
- Rapid and noiseless ticket production that you want in addition to the cash drawer control that you need.
- Both 13 MHz RFID standards as well as ISO magnetic stripe cards are supported to cover a very wide range of applications.

Supports diverse ticket technologies
- Crosswise or lengthwise barcodes, magnetic stripes, 13 MHz RFID, SKIDATA and other types of validation.
- Handle large printing volumes with ease, since tickets are fed automatically from two different ticket holders.

... with a convenient method of payment
- Simple and fast payment using several different types of cards.
- Immediate exit on staffed lanes thanks to automatic ticket recoding after payment.
- Minimized cashier fraud because of automatic ticket verification.
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